PPCatalogs for Messages
I. SUNDAY MESSAGES IN A SERIES
ORDER THE WHOLE ALBUM OR
JUST THE INDIVIDUAL TITLES.

1. Develop Spirit-birthed vision for life
and business. S17

Impart a positive biblical attitude to
business, birth vision and understand your
mandate and purpose.

Understand the power to get wealth.
Overcome hindrances to vision. Hearing
God's voice. Inheriting your promises
1. Holy Spirit in our daily life and business
S17

2. Ingredients for Vision and Success
S18

Understand the key ingredients for your
success.
Develop and overcome the
problems of your vision and purpose in life.

Release your greatest potential. Be set
free from your box. Turn your stress into
wealth and dream to reality.
1. The Ingredient for the Great Outpouring FAVOR S18
2. “AFTER” the Birthing of your Vision
S18
Let go of the hindrances to your vision and
success. Overcoming our limitations, crises and
pains of the past.

3. Overcome the KEY Hindrance to your
Vision S18
Victory over temptations and pornography

4. Great Joy in your Purpose in Life S18

How the Holy Spirit helps you experience
everything Jesus died to give you. He is the warm
and friendly voice that lifts you up to what you can
be.

Discover your purpose in life and find fulfillment.

2. Carefree Way to a Prosperous Life S17

False measurement of success and God’s
definition of success.

Remove all worries and all supplies will flow

3. Enjoy your Place of Blessings S17
Rest from the curse of stress and anxieties in the
work place.

4. Inheriting your Land of Promise S17
How to enter the land of rest in the midst of giants.
Rest from self effort and the law to make us right
with God.

5. Overcoming the Giants in your Life S17

5. Bring in all the Empty Vessels S18
How to reach out and leave a lasting impact.

6. How to Spell SUCCESS S19

Be creative and stretch your
imagination. Receive hundredfold
blessings in finance, healing and other
areas. Be empowered for new
beginnings.
1. Key to Restoration I and II S16
Restored Despite of our blunders
(3 Tapes)
How God restores what we lost sevenfold, despite
of the circumstances, our sins, and our
weaknesses.

Stress comes when we try to control things that
cannot be controlled.

How to enjoy our relationship with God and find
joy in his presence.

6. Entering the Right Partnership S12
7. Four Keys to Profitable Partnership S12
8. Experiencing the Power to get Wealth
S18
9. Preparing your Heart to HEAR God’s
voice S17
10. Joy Killer in Market Place S12
11. Supernatural Wisdom by the Spirit S17
12. Running your life Vision Tape I S21

Dream team, clear purpose, provision in the midst
of challenges, effective prayer and strategies.
Enjoy work with an excellent spirit, Rebekah.

How to break free from your limitations. Ready to
take risks by distinguishing problem solving from
decision making.

Power of appropriating ALL that Christ
has done for you through the WORD.

2. Confessing Christ’s work – Key to our
Blessings S16

10. Turn your Sins to Greatest Strengths S19
11. From Dream to Reality S19

Develop vision and goal Tape II S21

4. Supernatural Restoration S16

7. Power to Release your Greatest Potential
S19
8. Success by Sensing the Love of Christ
S19
9. Turn your Stress into Strength Stress S19

Identify and turn giants into blessings, obstacles
into opportunities.

A clear vision reduces frustrations, brings
motivation, support and staying power

1. Living in Wisdom
2. Words that Build
3. Friends that Build
4. Excelling in and Enjoying your Work
5. Taming my Emotions
6. Earning the Respect of Others
7. Joyful Contentment
8. The Cure for your “I” Problem
9. Rooting out Addiction
10. Listening Builds Relationships

12. God is Looking for Risk-Takers S20
The 5 grace characteristics that will help you lay
hold of the great opportunities that come.

3. Wisdom for Life and Marketplace
Practical success principles from the
BOOK OF PROVERBS on how to walk in
wisdom in your everyday life and workplace.

Cultivating friendships and respect,
breaking free from traits that keep you
from being successful, etc
.

How to appropriate blessings despite our
unworthiness and be shielded from attacks and
situations beyond our control

3. Restored by the Joy of His presence S16
4. Restored by His Word S16
How to overcome bondages, receive specific
instructions, apply and appropriate God’s
promises in the Word.

How to release the latent power of God to bring
the hundredfold blessings.

9. Shaped for Good Success S16
How to remove wrong thinking that hinders our
success and defeat our greatest enemy. Key to
good success.

10. Favour through the Word S16
How we obtain answers to prayers and
supernatural revelations and favour

11. Fulfill the Dream through the Word S16
How to apply the Word to release wisdom and
experience the latent power of the Word

12. Releasing the Power of the Word S17
How the Spoken Word releases life, health,
wisdom, releases seeds of blessing into your life,
unleashes the power of the Holy Spirit, and
releases God’s promises in you and your children.

5. Kingdom Children Ministry
Develop Skills in Children's Ministry

A practical course on how to minister to
children effectively. Understand the
developmental characteristics of
children. Learn exciting creative
teaching skills and truths that impact
and change lives. Prepare lessons and
teaching aids. Worship, Prayer,
Evangelism, Counselling and Discipline of
children

6. Intimate Studies on the Lord’s
Prayer S20

Rekindle your relationship with your
Heavenly Father.

Learn to pray powerful prayers that
bring results, even though you have little
faith. How prayers can transform your
life and bring about creative changes.

5. Victory through the Word S16

1. Enjoy God as Father

Powerful exchange of all our weaknesses for His
strength. His own breath comes inside us –
creating health and wellbeing.

How you can count on him, commit all your needs
to him and come to Him freely at all times. You
honour Him when you expect more from Him.

6. Creative Power through the Word S16

2. God’s Answer to your Needs

How to have fresh revelations and clear
instructions from the Word

How knowing His Name, releases his peace,
healing and provisions.

7. Harvesting through the Word S16

3. God’s Provision for your Needs

How to hold on in tough situations and experience
breakthroughs and turn our greatest weakness into
our greatest strength.

How you receive healing, health and overcome
sins through the Holy Communion

8. Receive your Hundredfold Blessing
through the Word S16

How His Peace keeps you in the midst of troubles
and releases creative ideas and power.

4. God’s PEACE – Key to Miracles
5. Speaking Creative Changes

How to release words that can dramatically
change your life and situation.

6. God’s WORD – Key to Miracles
How God’s Word releases healing, health and
prosperity

7. Power to Prosper in a New Season
How not to be limited by yesterday’s failure and
success and receive creative strategies for success
in every season in your life.

5. God is for You
See how God is for you in your weakness and sin,
in your troubles and needs and in lifting you up to
what you can be.

6. How He Restores your Life
Despite of this imperfect world, we can enjoy great
blessings through …

7. How He guides you in the right path I

8. Great Breakthroughs with Little Faith

Open to the creative ways that God uses to guide
and direct our life and work.

How to rely on Jesus’ faith and experience
supernatural breakthroughs

8. How he guides you in the right path II
9. Through your valleys to the Mountain

9. Prosper in the Power of Forgiveness
Forgive others for our benefits: enjoy covenant
blessings, power to change, fresh vision for life

Learning the realities about the valleys in our lives

10. Walking in your New Identities

10. Through your valley to your new
beginning

How you can walk and live up to your new identity
in Christ, live with inner security.

11. Overcoming in the midst of hurts

Turning Scars into Stars
How not to be stuck with damage done to you and
reverse hurts with promotions.

How to deal with the valley experiences
Learn how hurts can destroy you and how Jesus
deal with your hurts.
See how only goodness will follow you.

Vital keys to overcome temptation by looking at
Jesus

8. Attitudes that release our

How thankfulness releases faith, experience the
multiplying power of God and operate in God’s
kind of faith.

7. How God provides your needs S21
Practical expositions on Psalm 23

Learn how to increase your faith and
enjoy overwhelming blessings. See how
He guides and restore your life through
your valleys. Overcome hurts of the past
and fear of the future.
1. How to have more trust in God
Know how to bring your burden to the Lord and
live one day at a time

2. From toiling to enjoying
Enjoy what you already have, limit your labour
and exchange your pressure for his presence

3. Receive maximum blessings from the
Word
How to receive your maximum blessings from the
Word: good success, guidance, health, creativity
and others.

4. Experience an overwhelming current of
blessings
Let go of self-efforts and cares, and let God fulfill
His promises in our lives

How meekness helps us overcome differences,
become proactive, not reactive. How not be
controlled by your hatred of others.

10. Let God bring it to Pass
Examine what keeps you from letting go and know
how to let God brings it to pass.

11. How Much can you Inherit
See how the Holy Spirit makes your way
prosperous and have good success.

Inheritance S22

Develop the attitudes that enable us to
experience all our inheritance purchased for
us by Jesus Christ on the Cross
1. Enjoy Heavenly Power Now
How humility will reduce stress, win friends,
improves relationships and releases God’s power

2. The Hand of the Lord in your life
The Hand of the Lord can reverse your situation,
bless you to the point of embarrassment and work
on your behalf.

3. See Jesus and all your needs met
See Jesus as all for you and all your needs met on
the cross

4. The Key to multiply your inheritance
A thankful heart releases multiplying power and
makes you whole

5. Recovering your inheritance
Know the key hindrance to our inheritance and
overcome it.

6. Stand firm to inherit
Take note of the distractions and deceptions. How
to be steadfast and immovable.

7. Expect Good things because of His riches
Four reasons why we can expect good things to
happen in our lives.

8. How to receive strength from the Lord
How to release pain and draw from his strength
and receive new directions and things from God.

How to speak faith-filled words that create,
instead of empty words from an empty heart.

11. Given in your Sleep
How resting in Him enables us to enjoy His love,
blessings and power and see good things happen
in our life

12. Seeing and Receiving Your Inheritance
How human vision can limit your inheritance and
how God’s vision releases faith to possess and
creative powers. So dream big!

12. The Power to Rule and Inherit
How the Righteousness of Christ is able to set you
free from the curse of the law, build good
relationships, receive faith for healing, overcome
worries, be bold in prayer, power to be
transformed.

II. Special ALBUM

1. Special Marriage Enrichment Tapes

9. Keys to enjoy our Inheritance S23

A nine tape series that will change your
life!

How to know and enjoy all that Christ
purchased for us on the cross.

A Biblical and practical tape series to
prepare us for marriage and to refresh
and revitalize marriages:

12. Overcome your fear of the future

11. Walking in His Victory
12. Experience Kingdom Power and Glory

9. The Key to Inherit the Earth

1. He has Qualified You
See how He has delivered you from darkness and
empowered you to receive your inheritance now.

2. The 5 “I Will’s of God’s Promises!”
Understand and experience God’s promises for
you in the New Covenant.

3. Discover Your Inheritance
Why do you need to know what you have
inherited? More promises are fulfilled! The
blessings of God will change your life

4. Ask of Me
Your inheritance is for the asking. The limits are
the ends of the earth. Treasure the relationships
that God places in your life.

5. His Presence for your Success
Be conscious of His Presence every moment and
see the Lord in the midst of your troubles.

6. Giving that brings the Greatest
Breakthrough
How giving out of a heart of worship brings you
the greatest breakthrough.

7. Jesus our best Senior Business Partner
You do the natural and He does the supernatural.
Get ready as many “nets” as you can.

8. The Key to Overcome Your ‘Fate’
Your life is not fated! Through the Holy Spirit’s
leading, you can have great breakthroughs despite
whatever situation.

1. Find a Good and Perfect Mate
How to be a happy swinging single while looking
for your mate. How to make the right choice.
Where to find your mate?

Five things to look for in finding a perfect mate.

2. Attracting Your Mate
Understand what people are looking for in a mate.
What to look for? How to take the initative?

3. How to keep yourself pure for your
Spouse
Understand the extreme cost of sexual sin and
know how to overcome it. Understand why we
indulge in premarital sex and how to start afresh
when we have failed.

4. Release Grace and Power into Your
Family
Learn that the place of submission is power and
grace and favour. How to change the man. How to
adapt to him.

5. Real Woman Power I
6. Real Woman Power II

9. Great confidence that brings Good Things

Learn how submission is a real privilege and
develop inward beauty. Learn how resting in
Grace keeps us secure in the Lord.

What trouble can do to your life and bring
confident expectation of good.

7. Real Man Power

10. Speaking Words of Faith that Create

How to love your wife in very practical ways for
your own benefit! How to inspire, protect and
treasure her, so that you have a powerful prayer
life! How to benefit from the strength of your wife.

The primary way that God speaks to us, releasing
creative ideas. God does not dominate but respects
our feelings.

8. How it may Go Well with You and Your
Children

How you can be spared from deception

Learn how to relate with your parents.
Learn how to train children in the Word and in our
everyday life. How to lift them up to what they can
be.

9. Ensuing a Good Legacy
Learn the 9 ways to spoil our kids. Avoid ways that
provoke rebellion. How to set the boundary and
yet not dominate. How to tighten and loosen. See
your kids’ uniqueness and vision. Let go and let
God.

2. God’s Word for Evil Times
The Book of Esther

New beginning by the Spirit S17
How to be Champions in God’s Kingdom
S17
The Key to Build and Rebuilt your Lives
S20
Powerful Key to protect ourselves from evil forces
and receive creative ideas and anointing for
success.

Five supernatural breakthroughs of resting in
the Holy Spirit S23
The Lord the Spirit of Grace S12
How the Holy Spirit helps us to experience Grace,
testifies to our sonship.

Being Led by the Spirit of Grace S12
Preparing your Heart to HEAR God’s voice
S17
How He guides you in the right path I S21

1. Deliver from the evil one and the evil day

How He Guides you in the Right Path II
S21

2. God has the solution before the problem
arises
See your answer and solution despite the negative
situation.

3. The God of the great turnaround
God has the oversight over all our oversights and
can overrule every evil plan and brings good.

4. The Key to Build and rebuilt your Lives
Powerful Key to protect ourselves from evil forces
and receive creative ideas and anointing for
success.

5. God is Looking for Risk Takers
The 5 grace characteristics that will help you lay
hold of the great opportunities that come.

How the Holy Spirit guides us in our daily life.

Open to the creative ways that God uses to guide
and direct our life and work.

See how Jabez overcame pain, adverse
circumstances and slanders through positive
words of faith.

How to rest in His presence and Favour. Psa 91

The Faith that brings Goods Things S14

God’s Purpose for your life S20

Key to receive good things

Exciting discovery of God’s purpose for your life

Experience your Miracle S14
How not to begin in the Spirit and end in the flesh.
How faith for miracles can be effortless.

Make your Vision Plain S23

The Hundredfold Blessings I S 13

Helps in crystallizing your life vision and how it
will give you the power to run and keep going in
the midst of adversities.

Listening to teachings on blessings releases
blessings! Help you rise above where you are. The
blessings of God will change you

Positive vision in the midst of adversities
S12

The Hundredfold Blessings II III S 13

How to overcome the double distress in our lives

The Ending is Always Good
Let go and let God. Our happiness is not hinged on
what people say or do.

The Lord our Vision I, II, III, IV

S11

How vision gives you staying power, transforms
you, keeps you growing, let you experience the
supernatural, brings unity, gives direction, joy,
sense of purpose.

Live with Visionary Contentment S8
How to overcome covetousness that land us into
debts, strife, worry and frustration. Understand
time and season and the purpose of our
possessions.

How to Develop Your Vision S7

Blessing of relationships, divine protection,
enabling us to get wealth, intimate relationships
with God, honour and reputation,

The Hundredfold Blessings IV S13
Abundant supply and blessing in every season in
life. How to adapt to new seasons in the economy.
How to anticipate changes and make necessary
adjustments.

Your appointed season of favour S13
How to be ready to laid hold of the opportunities
in every season.

Giving that brings the Greatest Breakthrough
S23
How giving out of a heart of worship brings you
the greatest breakthrough.

Practical step-by-step keys to develop vision

in tough times

Running your life Vision Tape I S21
A clear vision reduces frustrations, brings
motivation, support and staying power

Develop vision and goal Tape II S21
How to break free from your limitation. Ready to
take risk by distinguishing problem solving with
decision making.

The power for new beginnings S18
See how Spirit-birthed vision creates your future,
brings you supernatural resources and draws you
closer to Jesus.

3. Experiencing the reality of the Holy

Break free from limitations of past and experience
all the promises of God, filled with creative
resources.

Rising above a flood of adversities S17

Be Set Free from your box S19

The power of perfect prayers and rest and creative
strategies.

Shape the Year with Positive Vision S16

Supernatural creative ideas thru the Spirit S17

Experience your Blessings S12

4. Fulfilling your Visions and Dreams

See and Receive S18
Spirit

Divine Favour and Protection in the Last days
(sit and rest) S16

How praying in the Holy Spirit makes us sensitive
and releases other gifts

The amazing story of Esther. Learn
from the Book of Esther on how to
overcome in trying times.
See how God has the solution before the
problem arises for He is the God of the
“Turnarounds.”
Relying and tapping into His Favour and Grace to
be overcomers

How to receive fresh vision and call things that are
not as though they exist

Overcome the hindrances that limit your potential
The power of negative and positive dreams. How
to empower and enlarge your vision

Shape the Year with Truths S16

5. What Holy Communion does to you
God’s Provision for your Needs S20
How you receive healing, health and overcome
sins thru the Holy Communion

Overcome the Key Hindrance to your
Inheritance S23
Receiving the Power to Inherit S23

6. Prospering in tough times

7. Knowing Your God, do great
Exploits

How to Receive More Inheritance S23
See how the right picture of God gives you a right
attitude and brings you great results

Jehovah Shammah – The Lord who is there
S10
Hope enables us to face intense challenges and
experience victories after victories

The Lord our Father S10
How we can be lost outside of the house

The Grace for Wisdom S8
How to receive the wisdom, discernment in our
daily life and workplace.

Knowing your Superabounding God I S10
He is big enough to bless you abundantly and with
much to bless others. Break free from false
contentment

The Lord who is Love S10
How God satisfies our deepest need and rely on
His love for us and not our love for Him

The Right Place and Right Time I and II S12

Knowing your Superabounding God II S10

The God who controls time and chance is also the
God of Love. Don’t have to be smart to be in the
right place and time. Rest in His love helps us to
relate well with people and hear his voice.

How to be blessed in every area of life

The God of Exceeding Joy S10

Swim in Superabounding Living S10
Experiencing supernatural FAVOR

How the Joy of the Lord helps us overcome regrets
in the past, remain positive for the present and
have purpose for the future.

Faith of Jesus S 14

Jesus Christ our Lord S11

God’s Effort for our Enduring Success S14

Key to miracle – recognize Him as Lord. How to
be conscious of the Lord and not of the storms. It
is not how big you faith is, it is …

God of the Valleys S11
Valley of our sins, loneliness, weakness, troubles,
and storms

The Lord most High S11
Abraham’s wealth didn’t keep him from God. He
build altars and has a bountiful eye.

The Lord our Peace I, II, III S11
Don’t be stuck with irreversible circumstances.
Move on with God’s peace. No one can rob you of
God’s blessings. Only thing burned is the “rob of
bondage”. His peace will overwhelm us with his
love and purpose.

The Lord who is Good S11
What you are right now is a reflection of what you
perceive God to be: harsh? Kind? Stingy?
Generous? Declare His goodness, experience His
goodness!

Let Jesus heal your heart. Wrong priorities can
hinder your miracle. Know the key to your miracle.
All the OT kings that failed have one thing in
common – lost sight of mercy of God and rely on
self effort.

How to receive Grace S 13
How to avoid pride that keeps us from getting help.
Dealing with the leprosy of the heart (Naaman).
How not to make simple thing difficult.

The Grace to be Sinfree I and II S 8
See how God provides a way to escape from our
temptations. How to walk as new creation in
Christ.

The grace that liberates us from guilt S8
How to distinguish true and false guilt. The correct
way to handle guilt

transformation

How God changes us from Inside Out.
Jesus sets you Free S14
Root of bondage is self effort.

Vital keys to overcome temptation by looking at
Jesus

The Power to Rule and Inherit

The Power to Change S15
How to receive the will and power to change

The Burnt Offering for our Self Worth S15
Righteousness consciousness helps overcome sins.
How not to mix up who you are with what you do.

The Burnt Offering for our Righteousness
S15
How to rely on His Righteousness and not ours

Thankfulness Protects You S16

How we receive double in what we lost and benefit
tremendously through a spirit of submission.

His Loveliness Calms the Storms of Life S14
How to be in the right place at the right time and
ensure the ending is always good.

9. The Beauty and Loveliness of the
Lord

How the Beauty and Loveliness of the
Lord bring us tremendous blessings.
Expositions on the Song of Songs.
The Beauty of the Lord I II III S13
Delight in the dazzling beauty of the Lord. He is
the only One who can fully satisfy.

How you can walk and live up to your new identity
in Christ, live with inner security.

How to trust in Christ’s faith, Righteousness and
Compassion

The PEACE that made You Whole S22

11. The power of Excellence
The Grace for Excellence S12

An excellence spirit driven by grace exerts
tremendous influence.

The Power of Excellence I and II S12
KEYS to develop the spirit of excellence that
releases our pent up potentials.

The Grace for Wisdom S8
How to receive the wisdom, discernment in our
daily life and workplace.

Supernatural Wisdom by the Spirit S17

Divine Intervention in Your Life S22
Expect divine intervention in your finances, in the
midst of dangers and hurts.

How Christ Guarantees Your Inheritance
S22
See from the Tabernacle how Jesus guarantees
your inheritance.

What is so good about the good news S23
He forgives your past, takes care of your present
and gives you a great future.

The Grace to Disagree and Press on S9
The Grace for Dynamic Prayers S9
The ABC’s of effective prayer.

III. SPECIAL INDIVIDUAL TITLES
(EVERGREENS)
How to reach out and leave a lasting impact.

The Loveliness of His Gentleness S14

Learn how to relate with your parents to receive
maximum blessings in your career.

The Loveliness of His Commitment to you
S14

Experience the peace that is so tangible that it
changes your circumstance.

How not to be stuck but move on with differences

Because of his love for us He sees us as beautiful.
Full of His love, our thoughts are constantly
cleansed.

How Jesus can heal your vision and preoccupation
with your past and self

Resurrection Power for your Daily Life S21

How to fight the good fight of faith. Keep negative
emotions from draining your inner strength.

Bring in all the Empty Vessels S18

Faith that Works S14

How not to be stuck with damages done to you
and reverse hurts with promotions.
How to have freedom from your past, hope for you
future and power for your present

The Beauty of the Lord V S13

Expecting people and things to satisfy your deepest
need can be frustrating and counterproductive. Let
Him satisfy you completely.

Turning Scars into Stars (Tape 2) S20

Healed inside out S13

How the various OT sacrifices point us to Christ.
How Christ provides all your needs, satisfies your
deepest feelings.

Experience breakthroughs despite our mistakes
and blunders. Let our weaknesses remind us of His
Goodness.

The 5 grace characteristics that will help you lay
hold of the great opportunities that come.

The Lord who Renews I & II S10

The Beauty of the Lord IV

Turn your Sins to Greatest Strength S19
Keep yourself in the Love of the Lord S14

S13

God is Looking for Risk Takers (Retreat)
S20
Walking in your New Identities (Tape 1)
S20

His All for us all S15

How beautiful are we in His eyes. The more we see
His love, the more we love him.

How you can be full of the Holy Spirit, know His
will, approach God with boldness, protected from
attacks, filled with favour, etc.

10. Health and healing

S22

How the Righteousness of Christ set you free from
the curse of the law, build good relationships,
receive faith for healing, overcome worries, bold
in prayer, power to be transformed.

Having a New Center in Your Life S20

His Loveliness Turns Your Storms into
Wealth II S14

Great Faith for Healing S13

How you can walk and live up to your new identity
in Christ, live with inner security.

How His love enables you to receive fresh insight
and be in the right place at the right time.
Understand what brings misery and emptiness.
The key to deep joy and satisfaction

Victory over temptations and pornography

Walking in your New Identities S20

How you can Multiply Your Prosperity S19

Don’t be stuck with the past and cast your cares
and doubts to the Lord.

How God renews our emotion, spirit and body,
overcoming stress and unhealthy lifestyle.

The Key to Receive More S15
The result of pursuing the righteousness of the Law
and the righteousness of Grace

His Loveliness Turns Your Storms into
Wealth I S14

Overcome the KEY Hindrance to your Vision
S18

Walking in His Victory S20

8. Law and Grace and Inner

How to receive intimate revelations and power to
change.

How it May Go Well with Your STUDIES
and CAREER S21
How to Turn Your Stress into Wealth S19
How worry can rob and know how your Heavenly
Father takes care of you

The Grace to overcome fear I, II,III S9
See how fear develops and keys to overcome it.

The Grace to overcome Handicaps S9
Overcome the challenges of being single. How to
have an exciting, fulfilling, purposeful and
satisfying life being a single.

The Grace to release Blessings S9
Get out of the pit of resentments and release
blessings and find yourself on the throne and see
changes and blessings.

The Cripples that Dines with the King S8
See how we can overcome the circumstances that
tries to cripple us and experience the blessings of
God.

Turning Scars into Stars S8
Let scars of our past remind us of His Grace. Steer
from perfectionism that brings slavery, defeats
initiative and kills relationship. Circumstances
don’t have to be perfect to be happy.

The Failure that Confounded a King I, II S9
Overcome failures and rejections. See how God
accepted us as we are and even choose us to serve
him and is committed to our success.

The Grace of Acceptance S9
We are not to judge as we don’t have all the facts.
We have blind spots. Stop controlling people and
allow God to work in their life.

The Grace to Release Forgiveness S9
Forgiving is not minimizing sins and forgetting
what happened. It is to release my right to get even
and respond to evil with good.
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